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Abstract: We introduce a geometric framework needed for a mathematical understanding of the 
BRST symmetries and chiral anomalies in gauge field theories. We define the BRST bicomplex 
in terms of local cohomology using differential forms on the infinite jet bundle and consider vari- 
ational aspects of the problem in this cohomological context. The adjoint representation of the 
structure group induces a representation of the infinite dimensional Lie algebra g of infinitesimal 
gauge transformations on the space of local differential forms, with respect to which the BRST 
bicomplex is defined using the Chevalley-Eilenberg construction. The induced coboundary op- 
erator of the associated cohomology H:,(g) is the BRST operator s. With this we derive the 
classical BRST transformations of the vector potential A and the ghost field q as sA = &+[A, q], 
and sg = -1/2[9, ~1. Moreover the ghost field 7 is identified with the canonical Maurer-Cartan 
form of the infinite dimensional Lie group G of gauge transformations. We give a homotopy 
formula on the BRST bicomplex and with the introduction of Chern-Simon type forms we derive 
the associated descent equations and show that the non-Abelian anomalies, which satisfy the 
Wess-Zumino consistency condition, represent cohomology classes in H:,,(g). 
Keywords: BRST transformations, gauge theories, local cohomology. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years various cohomological ideas have been introduced in quantum field 
theories and string theories to explain BRST transformations and anomalies from a 
purely algebraic or differential geometric point of view [3,6,8,11,12,17]. It was first 
noticed by Becchi, Rouet and Stora [2] and Tyutin [22] (unpublished) that in gauge 
field theories the effective action, which is no longer gauge invariant, has a new global 
symmetry, now called BRST symmetry. This BRST transformation s mixes the ghost 
fields with the other fields and has proved to be a very important tool in the quantization 
of gauge theories. The classical BRST transformations of a vector potential A and a 
ghost field 7 are given by [2,13]: 
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The main property of the BRST transformation is its nilpotency s2 = 0 which is the 
key for unitarity of the S-matrix. Anomalies were first discovered by Adler, Bardeen, 
Bell, Jackiw and Schwinger as quantum effects of conservation laws; e.g. in QED the 
Noether current associated to the chiral symmetry is conserved at the classical level 
but is not conserved after quantizing the theory. There are many different descriptions 
to find these anomalies, the original one was by perturbation theory using Feynman 
diagrams. Later one noticed that the Adler-Bardeen anomaly is related to the index 
of the Dirac operator and that it has a topological interpretation; namely, the anomaly 
is a reflection of the non vanishing of a certain cohomology of the gauge group. A 
representation of the anomaly can be obtained by applying the BRST operator s to 
the vacuum functional. If the difference of two anomalies is the variation of a local 
functional then the two anomalies have to be considered as physically equivalent. The 
anomaly w must satisfy certain properties which follow from the structure relations 
of the gauge group, called the Wess-Zumino consistency condition ~(7. w) = 0. This 
and the nilpotency of the BRST operator s 2 = 0 lead to the consideration of local 
cohomologies of the group of gauge transformations. 
Our construction is more general than the more algebraic ones given by Bonora and 
Cotta-Ramusino [5], Kastler and Stora [ll], Dubois-Violette [6] in the sense that in our 
local cohomology the functionals @(<I,. . . , &,) need not be polynomials in derivatives of 
the fields [i but they can be differential or pseudodifferential operators. They are local in 
the physical sense [ 13,20,24], i.e. they can be any functional of the 6;s and of finitely 
many derivatives of them, which is the way they occur in physical examples. This 
notion of locality is defined in terms of infinite jet bundles. Moreover, the more general 
definition of the BRST cohomology with respect to arbitrary representations (not just 
the adjoint) of the gauge algebra allows new, different kinds of anomalies which might 
be of physical interest in the future. These are currently under investigation. 
2. Local cohomology 
Let T : B + A4 be a fixed smooth fiber bundle and let Ice(n) denote the manifold 
of smooth sections of 7r. The spaces J”(n) of k-jets, 0 6 k < co, of local sections of 
7r are smooth manifolds and we have the canonical projections n; : J”(T) + J’(n), 
0 < 1 6 k, and Irk : J”(n) + M, as well as the k-jet extension maps jk : M x P(n) --+ 
Jk(r);jk(z,s) = [x,s]I, the k-jet equivalence class of (5,s). Note that Jo(r) = B and 
7ro = a, [16]. 
There is a natural splitting of the tangent space TsJoo(?r) = H, $ V, at each s E 
J”(r) and’hence of the space X( J”(n)) o vector fields on J”(r) : X(P(n)) = H@V f 
as follows: H is the space of horizontal vector fields, i.e. lifts of vector fields _% on 
M; x E X(M) H X E X(P(n)) defined by X(f)(s) = x(f o S)(n,(s)) where 
f E Coo(Joo(~)), s E J”(r) and S is a local section at r,(s). The subspace V is the 
space of vertical vector fields on J”(r); i.e. Y E V if and only if Y (f o n,) = 0 for 
all f E C”(M). It should be remarked that such a canonical splitting of X(Joo(r)) = 
H $ V cannot be constructed for Jk(r) if k < 00. 
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We denote by $2:(n) th e vector space of those (q + p)-forms w on J”(r) with 
4X1,..., X,+,) = 0 if more than q of the vector fields X;, 1 < i < q+p, are vertical or 
more than p of them are horizontal. Elements of 0:( K ) are called local forms on J”(r). 
If w E Q:(B) then do E C@‘(A) $ !J~+1(~) , i.e. d : O;(r) ---$ Cl;+‘(r) $ Q&,(K) and 
we can define the vertical exterior derivative d : R:(n) + f@‘(~) and the horizontal 
exterior derivative D : R;(n) -+ Ri+, (T) by d = d + D. Then d2 = D2 = d2 = 
Dd + dD = 0. This bicomplex of local forms is often called the variational bicomplex, 
(see eg. Anderson [l], Saunders [IS]). 
There is another characterization of local forms, which justifies their names. Consider 
the de Rham complex R(M x roe(x)) f o smooth differential forms on M x I’“(r) with 
exterior derivative d. From the product structure of M x r” (T) the space R(M x I’” (T)) 
inherits a bigradation and we can write 
qM x ryK)) = JJw(fu x ryn)). 
P,q 
Corresponding to this bigradation the exterior derivative d on A4 x l?(r) breaks into 
two operators; D of type (l,O), D : fPq(M x I’“(r)) ---f W’+l~q(M x I’m(.n)), and 3 of 
type (0, l), 8 : fW(M x P’(n)) --f W~q+l(M x I’“(r)). With these we have d = D +a 
and d2 = D2 =d2=Dl?+8D=0. 
If A E W”(M x l?‘(r)) and s E P(n), d e fi ne a p-form A(s) on M by A(s)(x) = 
A(x,s), x E M. Then DA E QP+‘~“(M x l?(a)) and we have (DA)(s) = dM(A(s)) 
where dM is the exterior derivative on h4. More generally, if A E Wq(M x P(n)), 
s E P’(K) and X1, . . . , X, E X(P(n)) we can define a p-form A(s, X1, . . . , X,) on M 
by A(s,X1,... 7 4x4 = hi(S) . . . i~,(~jA)(x, s). Again DA E fP+‘lq(M x P(n)) is 
given by (DA)(s,Xl(s), . . . , Xq(s)) = dn,r(A(s,Xl,. . .,X,)). 
The bicomplex R(M x roe(a)) h as a canonical sub-bicomplex &,,( M x l?(n)) 
defined as follows: The m-jet extension map j, : M x P(a) --, J”(n) induces a map 
of the de Rham complexes j& : fl(J”(~)) --+ fl(M x P’(x)). The image j&Q(J”(n)) 
in R(M x l?(n)) is stable under both D and d, and hence is a sub-bicomplex which 
we denote by !&,(M x l?(n)). We write 
Rl,,(M x ry7g) = UR,PdE(M x ryg). 
The map j;$ induces an isomorL;ism of bicomplexes between local forms in R(P(n)) 
and %,(M x I”(r)), i.e. 0$(r) 2 R,pdz(M x I’O”(r)). 
We call a form A on M x P(n) local if A lies in Q,,( M x P(x)). Thus if 
A E f$T(M x I?(n)), then for s E P(n) and X1,. ..,X, E X(PO(n)) the p- 
form A(s,Xl,...,X,) on M depends on s, Xl(s), . . . ,X,(s) in a local fashion, that 
means A(s,Xl,. . .,X,)(x) d p e en s only on finite jets (i.e. finitely many derivatives) d 
of s, Xl(S), . . . ,X,(s) at 2. In local coordinates of M, a local form A can be written as 
follows: 
A = c A;, ...i,,jl...j,dxil A . . . A dx;, A duj, A . . . A dujp 
;,j 
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where the coordinates A;, ,..., i,,jl ,..., j, are local (0, 0)-forms, the dais are local (1, 0)-forms 
and the ‘ILLS are local (0,1)-f orms. This justifies the terminology of local forms. 
For the bicomplex of local forms R,pdz(M x I’O”(?r)) g n!(n) we have the following 
exactness theorems [20]: We write in short R,pdz for f$‘;E(M x Ioo(n)) E n:(r), and 
let n = dim M. One sets 0:;: = 0 whenever p > n, p < 0 or q < 0. For each flr;z we 
denote by fir;: its sheaf of germs of sections. 
Poincare Lemma. Ifau E fi:c, or E !?z,“‘, . . ., a, E fi~;~, m > 1, and Dau = 0, 
doe + Dar = 0,. . . , &r,_r + Da, = 0 and da, = 0; then there exist /3u E fiz,‘F”, 
pr E fi;;2,1,. . . ,pm-l E npdy such that Dpo = (Ye, i9po + D/l1 = al,. . . , &3,_, + 
D,&_l = a,-1 , and a&-l = CY,. 
D-exactness Theorem. Let w E fir;:, 0 < p < n = dimM, and Dw = 0 E firO<llq. 
Then there exists an 7 E !?FO,r” such that 0~ = w. However D-closed (O,q)-forms 
need not be D-exact; moreover, (n, q)- forms, which are always D-closed, need not be 
D-exact. D : npd: + $4, is injective for q > 0, the kernel of D : il,odz + 0:;: consists 
of locally constant functions in fly;:. 
&exactness Theorem. Let w E fir;:, q > 0, and dw = 0. Then there exists an 
7j E s=Qy’ such that i3~ = w. Moreover d : !?;“d,o/Dfi;b;l’o t fi;b’,!/Dfizi”’ is injective. 
We have the following useful cohomology result for the (p, q)th D-cohomology groups 
[20]: 
Hsq = 
Ker(D : Qp;z + s2rL”q) N 0, ifq#O, O<p<n 
Im(D : sZ~,~l*q ---f !l,Pdz) - HW R), if q = 0, 0 < p < 72. 
Remark 1. Classical field theories can be formulated in terms of local forms as follows 
[20]: A variational problem or Lugrungiun on the fiber bundle ?r : B -+ A4 is an operator 
L which assigns to each smooth local section s : h4 --f B an n-form L(s) on the domain 
of s, such that L(s)(x) only d p d e en s smoothly on the value of s(z) and on a finite 
number of derivatives Djs( x), 0 6 j < k < 00. In our formulation a Lagrangian L on 
?r therefore is an element of a::. Indeed, any L E fl,“d,o defines an n-form L(s) on M 
by L(s)(x) = L( , ) h h 1 1 s 2 w ic is oca in the sense above. Interpreting this n-form L(s) 
as Lagrangian density (we fix a volume form on M) the action L(s) in any domain 
U c M is defined as the integral 
L(s) = 
I 
u L(s)* 
The space fizz has a distinguished subspace S2r&rce : we call A E Rzt a source form 
if for any s E Ioo(n) and X E X(JOO(n)) the n-form A(s,X(s))(x) depends only on a 
finite jet of s and the zero-jet of X(s) at 2. We have a direct sum of vector spaces 
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If L E n;;,o then dL E 0:;: and we can write 
dL=EfDH. 
A section s E P’(r) is an eztremal for the Lagrangian field theory determined by L 
if the variation of the action 6 Jr, L(s) = 0 f or all domains U in M and all variations 
X(s) E T,I?( ) f r o s which vanish on the boundary of U; hence 
6 J, L(s) = /- aL(s,X(s)) = /, E(s, X(s)) = 0, 
U 
which is satisfied if and only if s satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations 
E(s, X(s)) = 0 
for all variations X(s), [20,24]. In local coordinates the system E(s,X(s)) = 0 is 
equivalent to the standard Euler-Lagrange equations. 
It follows from the a-cohomology theorem that each locally variational source equa- 
tion E is globally variational provided that Hn+‘(B,IR) = 0. 
Remark 2. A new universal conserved current for Lagrangian field theories has been 
defined by Zuckerman [25]: Let L E 02: be a Lagrangian and write dL = E + DH. 
Then the local form U = dH E fliilT2 is a conserved current for L (called the universal 
conserved current [25]). W e h ave dU = 0 and DU = DdH = -dDH = -d(aL- E) = 
aE. So if s E P’(n) is an extremal of L ( i.e. s satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations 
E(s,X) = 0 for all X E X(P(r)) and h ence the Jacobi equations dE(s, X1, X2) = 0 
are satisfied for all Jacobi fields Xr, X2) then U(s) defines a closed (n-1)-form on M by 
U(s,X1,X2)(5) = (~xl(,)~x,(,~W~,~) = (ix,(S)iX2(S)aH)(z,s), and dU(s,Xl,X2) = 
(au + DU)(s,X1,X2) = dE(s,Xl,Xz) = 0. 
Example. For the Yang-Mills action on any space-time the universal current U is 
given by U(A, X,(4),X2(4)) = Tr(Xr(A) A *xI(FA) - X2(A) A *XI(J’A)), [25]. 
3. BRST transformations and anomalies 
The BRST transformation s on a vector potential A and a ghost field q are given 
by [2,13]: 
sA = do + [A, ~1, so = -$, ~1. 
Moreover s satisfies the nilpotency condition s2 = 0. 
In [18] we derived these equations as the coboundary operator of the Chevalley- 
Eilenberg cohomology of the Lie algebra of infinitesimal gauge transformations with 
respect to the adjoint representation. The ghost field 17 was identified with the canonical 
Maurer-Cartan form on the infinite dimensional Lie group of gauge transformations. 
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We summarize these results: The construction is more general than presented here, 
i.e. the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology can be defined with respect to any represen- 
tation of the Lie algebra [18], but we restrict ourselves to the adjoint representation 
because that’s the one relevant for the BRST cohomology and the anomalies. In a 
future paper we will investigate to what physical interpretations the corresponding 
cohomologies with respect to other representations of the gauge algebra will lead to. 
We consider a principal fiber bundle 7r : P + M with structure group G. Denote by 
G the infinite dimensional Lie group of gauge transformations on P called the gauge 
group 
G = {v: P + G ) cp(p.u) = a-$(~)a, p E P,a E G}. 
Its Lie algebra g called the gazlge algebra is the infinite dimensional Lie algebra of 
infinitesimal gauge transformations on P 
g = {t : P + g I [(P * u) = Ada-1 t(p), P E P,a E (3, 
where g is the Lie algebra of the structure group G. Denote by A the space of connection 
one-forms (or gauge potentials) on P, and let A”( P, g) be the space of g-valued, Ad- 
equivariant E-forms Q on P, and A(P,g) = XI, hk(P,g). We complete these spaces 
with respect to suitable Sobolev H,-topologies so that Ak( P, g) and A( P, g) are Hilbert 
spaces and G becomes a smooth infinite dimensional Hilbert Lie group with Lie algebra 
g, [15,181. 
We define a representation p of G on A( P, g) by 
p(q)+ = (p-l)*@, p E G, @ E A(P,g). 
The induced action of G on A(P,g) is smooth since inversion cp H q-r and pull back 
cp H cp* are both smooth mappings. The derived representation p’ of g on the subspace 
AO(P,g) g g is the adjoint representation of g 
P’(S)V = ad&l) = K7 ~1, F7 rl E g. 
The induced action of p’ on A C A’(P,g) is given by 
~‘(04 = DAt, 
where [ is identified with the fundamental vector field 2, generated by [ E g and DA 
denotes the exterior covariant derivative with respect to A E A. 
Recall the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of a Lie algebra with respect to a rep- 
resentation [4]; in our case of the gauge algebra g with respect to the representation 
p’ : Let CqJ-’ = Cq(g, AP(P,g)) be the space of Ap(P, g)-valued q-cochains on g, let 
cuyp = AP(P,g) and note that C’l” = C’(g,A’(P,g)) Z L(g,g). The Chevalley- 
Eilenberg coboundary operator 6 : CqJ’ + Cq+lJ’ is given by 
(S@)(Eo, * * . ,I,) = jy-l)“P’(Ei)Wo,. *. ,ii,. . . ,t,> 
i=o 
+):(-l)“+j~([~~,~~l,...,Si,...,Cj,...,fq). 
i<j 
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For q = 0 and + E C OlP, 6@ is defined by (S@)([) = p’(t)+. The coboundary operator 
6 satisfies S2 = 0. We define the BRST transformation s : CTJ’ --f Cq+‘J’ by 
s = (-Up+r6 
q+l * 
Again s satisfies s 2 = 0 and we call the cohomology of the complex {CTJ’, s} the BRST 
cohomology of the gauge algebra g, denoted by HsRST(g). 
Theorem. Let A be a vector potential and 7 a ghost field, that means A E A c 
Al(P,g) s C"(g,R'(P,g)) = coy1 and 77 E C(g,g) Z C’(g,A’(P,g)) = C1vo is the 
Mavrer-Cartan form on G; i.e such that q(J) = E for all t E g. Then the BRST 
transformations for A and 7 are 
sA = dq+ [A,& =I= -f[w11. 
For the proof we refer to Schmid [18]. Th ese transformations are the classical BRST 
transformations for the vector potential A and the ghost field 17 [2,13]. 
Next we describe the cohomology which accommodates the Adler-Bardeen anomalies 
as elements of its first cohomology group. This is an analogue construction as before 
but using a different representation of the gauge algebra g on the space of local forms. 
Consider Rr,,(M x I'"(T)) with l?(r) = Rk(P,g). We restrict ourselves to the 
subspace A c Al(P,g). Let C be a smooth q-chain on A4 and w E !I:;:. Consider the 
functional L on A given by 
L(A) = J 44, A E d, c
and denote the space of all such functionals by 
r loc = {L : A + R 1 L(A) = J w(A), w E R;;;}. C
We define the representation plot of the gauge group G on the space bloc by 
(pl&)L)(A) = L(P(P-‘)A), P E G, A E A. 
Then the derived representation pi,, of the gauge algebra g on Bloc is given by 
Now we consider the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of g with respect to the represen- 
tation pioc on rloc. That means that the coboundary operator Sl,, : Cq(g, Bloc) + 
Cq+l(g, Bloc) is given by 
(b+J>(ro,~~~ AT> = ~o”P;ocw(b,. . . A.. . ,sq> 
i=o 
+ c(-l)“+jw([~i,~~l,~o,. * Pii,. . . ,ij,. . .,I,>. 
i<j 
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We have & = 0 and a straightforward computation shows that 
~1ocs + SSloc = 0. 
We define the total differential as 
A = $,,+s. 
Then we have Sfoc = s2 = Sr,,s + s610c = 0 which implies A2 = 0. We denote the 
induced local cohomology by H &sT(g, I’roc), called the Zocal BRST cohomology of g. 
Next we show that the Wess-Zumino consistency condition implies that the anom- 
alies are elements of the first local cohomology group H&,,(g:I’r,,,). 
We derive the Chern-Weil homotopy formula as follows: Let A’ = A+77 E Co?’ $C1lo 
and F = AA + A2. It follows from the BRST transformation theorem that F = 
(4,, + s)(A + 77) + (A + $2 = S O,A + A2 = FA. For t E [0, l] let pt = tE + (t2 - t)A2 1 
and define the Chern-Simons form 
J 
1 
w2q-1 = 4 Tr( @:-‘) dt 
0 
and we get 
Awa,_r = Tr Fq. (*) 
We write wzq_r as sum of homogeneous terms in the ghost number (upper index) 
and the degree (lower index) 
w2q--1 = 
2q-1 
w~q_~+w~q_2tw~q_~t...tw~ * 
Then the relation (*) yields the descent equations 
h?dJJzoq_l = 0, 
sw;q-_l t hd4q_2 = 0, 
s4q-2 t b3c~22q__3 = 0, 
sw;q-2 + ~l,,w~q-l = 0, 
2q-1 
SW0 = 0. 
We are particularly interested in the third relation which will be used to identify 
the anomaly. Let q be such that 2q - 2 = n = dim M. Then we get the n-form on M 
(4q-2)(E1,~2) + (h3c4q-3)(E1,E2) = 0, h,12 E !3. 
Notice that (Lw,“,_,)(h,~2) = d,v(w,2,_,(&,~2)) h w ere d M is the exterior derivative 
on M. Stoke’s theorem now implies 
J SW:q-2(EI 7 t2) = 0, II 7 t2 E !s> M 
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or equivalently 
JJ 
1 
Tr(sp;q-2)dt = 0. (**) 
M 0 
Let u(t, 4 = _fMW:q-_2(t), or with the Chern-Simon form wiq_2 = jt Ap:-‘dt we 
get 
JJ 
1 
WE, A) = A&‘(<)dt. 
M 0 
The relation (**) implies the Wess-Zumino consistency condition 
(&-JJ)(~~,J~,A) = 0, t1,12 E g,A E -A, 
which implies that the cohomology class [w] of w is an element of the first local coho- 
mology group: 
b-4 E fGRSTk5 LJ 
Summarizing we proved the following: 
Theorem. The form w([, A) = sM si A@-‘(t)dt satisfies the Wess-Zumino consis- 
tency condition (&w)([l, &, A) = 0 un re resents the anomaly [w] in the local BRST d p 
cohomology H&&z, LJ. 
An explicit form for the anomaly in (2q - 2)-dimensions is given by 
w:,-2 = Q(Q - 1) 
J 
I( 1 - t) Tr( $l,,( ,@fm2))dt. 
0 
We obtain for 
q=2: wi = Tr(v$,,~), 
which is the non-Abelian anomaly in 2-dimensions; 
or for 
q=3: wi = Tr($l,c(&l,,~ + $A3), 
which is the non-Abelian anomaly in J-dimensions [26,27]. 
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